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ABSTRACT
DeFi space is bombing right now with the ideas that are providing the users with
beneﬁts that traditional or speciﬁc centralized ﬁnance cannot. Madrox has also
come with a protocol through which it can provide its users proﬁt daily
throughout their life as long as they follow the protocol -Buy, Hold and Earn.
Simple as it sounds powerful it is. Madrox is aiming to bring revolution in DeFi
with the Madrox Auto Staking Protocol or MASP, a new ﬁnancial protocol that
makes staking easier and gives $MDR token holders the highest stable returns
in crypto with APY of 999.999,99%.
Well to be honest there are multiple platforms right now that are offering this
type of protocol but if you look deep into them, they are all hallow. They keep
providing users with a token that doesn’t have any use. This is where Madrox
comes in. We are rewarding users with a token that will have a real use case of
a utility token in Play-to-Earn games.
A blockchain network does not have intrinsic value in and of itself but is only as
valuable as what the platform offers its users in terms of usable products and
opportunities to participate in the network.
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F E AT U R E S
There are several reasons to choose us for your lifetime investment. Some of them are given
below.

Tracking

We have developed a modern dashboard to keep track of everything. You can
check you much you have invested and how much your return will be from one
place.

Secure

Being on the Binance Smart Chain is one of the most secure platforms. You can
worry about other things in life and trust Madrox to keep your data, funds, and
reward safe. All of this is possible due to the blockchain.

Easy and Safe

We provide auto staking right in your wallet when you buy $MDR. No need to
move your tokens to our website. From the minute you buy, you are staked, and
set to receive rebase rewards. The easiest auto-staking in DeFi.
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A Fixed APY

APYs that ﬂuctuate means you can never tell how many tokens you will receive.
Other DeFi protocols pay out a high APY that can ﬂuctuate by 90% in a day.
Madrox staking pays $MDR holders a ﬁxed interest rate of compounding
999.999,99% annually, which tops the industry.

Decentralize

When you stake your tokens, you contribute to the security and decentralization
of the network. The higher the percentage of tokens staked in the network, the
harder it is to attack it.

Fast Rebase Rewards

Other common staking protocols give rebasing incentives every 8 hours, which
implies that if you want to un-stake, you must time it correctly. The 999.999,99%
staking Protocol rewards every 3 seconds
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MADROX ECOSYSTEM
Madrox Auto-Staking Reward
There is a very simple principle behind our very advanced protocol. The person
just needs to buy our token, hold it for the long term, and in return, they will earn
the reward. Staking is the most effortless way to earn proﬁt in the crypto
market. This protocol is based on the Proof of Stake (PoS) mechanism.
Madrox uses the Positive Rebase Algorithm and auto staking mechanism to
empower its holder. Holders do not need to do any hard work to earn the proﬁt
auto-staking mechanism automatically enables the staking and Positive Rebase
Algorithm daily to distribute the tokens directly proportional to the number of
tokens held in the wallet. The more tokens you hold the more reward you will
get daily every 3 seconds. The rebase payments are awarded to all $MDR
holders at each epoch (rebase period). This means that $MDR holders earn an
annual compound interest rate of 999.999,99% without having to remove their
tokens from their wallets.
Positive Rebasing
A Rebase Token is one whose circulating supply extends or decreases as the
token price changes. Madrox is only picking up the good part of this. Madrox is
a positive Rebase token means its supply only increases with time. This rebase
happens every 3 seconds with every rebase the token are issued and rewarded
to the holders.
Positive Rebase is supported by our insurance wallet. The insurance wallet
contains funds that are deducted by the 4% tax applied to every transaction.
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Insurance Wallet
Insurance Wallet is a separate wallet created by our developer for many
purposes. This wallet is the backbone of the project. As said earlier the rebase
which happens every 3 seconds is supported by this wallet. Following are the
key functions performed by the insurance wallet.
Supporting Staking Reward
A staking reward is awarded to holders every 3 seconds. This means every 3
seconds
new tokens are released. To support this action funds from the insurance wallet
are used. In this way, the protocol can keep issuing tokens without affecting the
price and liquidity.
Supporting Price
Another important function that which insurance wallet perform is supporting
the price. we all know that the crypto market is highly volatile. This is the reason
most users do not invest in crypto. Madrox provides the solution by backing the
price with the insurance wallet’s fund. This way user does not need to worry
about the sudden price drop or attack.
Treasury Wallet
Treasury wallet is another wallet in the Madrox ecosystem. This wallet will be
used to support the future projects of the Madrox. Treasury wallet ensures the
continuous development and improvement of the project. We can keep up with
the crypto market with the latest research and by offering modern products to
our holders.
Also, the treasury will be used to promote our platform worldwide. Marketing is
key to success nowadays and by doing right and potential marketing we can
attract potential investors like you.
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Live Dashboard
User can keep track of their earnings, return, and investment all in one place.
app.madrox.ﬁnance is a live dashboard with excellent UI/UX where users can
easily keep track of everything they need.
With transparency and easy-to-use products, we are ready to rock and roll in the
crypto world.
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MADROX TOKEN
Madrox Token will be the main currency inside the Madrox ecosystem. Holder
will be rewarded with these tokens. Madrox is based on Binance Smart Chain
and is a BEP-20 token. Being on BSC, Madrox is faster, and more secure and
costs a very minimum transaction fee. Madrox can easily scale up with its
users.
Holders of Madrox can feel safe about their investments. As all of their
investment is safe within the blockchain-based platform with no central control.
Keep hold to our token and see your proﬁt go boom. Remember the key to proﬁt
is to Buy, Hold and Earn. So buy more, hold long, and earn a lot.
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TOKENOMICS
TOK EN N AM E

T ICK ER

MADROX

$MDR

IN ITI A L S U PP LY
10.000.000 Tokens

14% F EE O N B U Y AN D S ELL
2% Burn Mechanism
4% To Treasury Wallet

4% To Auto Liquidity

4% To Insurance Wallet

4% to Treasury Wallet
This will be used for producing new products
by the Madrox team, promoting tokens, and
other relative spending.

4% to Auto Liquidity
With every 60 seconds this will insert the
liquidity pool. It takes 50% of the balance in
$MDR and converts it to BNB, then it inserts
50/50 (50% BNB, 50% MDR) into the liquidity
pool

4% to Insurance Wallet
This will be used if there are extreme price
drops or maybe some attacks. It will keep the
price stable.

2% Burn Mechanism
This portion will be used to remove the token
from the circulating supply. The token will be
bought from the market and sent to a dead
wallet.
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P L AY-T O - E A R N
As we said earlier, Blockchain in itself does not have to value the true projects
with the potential product makes it valuable. Madrox is going to provide its
users with more than just staking. Madrox seeks to dynamically embrace the
most promising sectors of the industry by building holistic gaming and play-toearn ecosystem, backed by a successful team of industry experts. Madrox is
the blockchain gaming platform that brings together a game with the crypto
token.
A key difference between Madrox and a traditional game is that Blockchain
economic design unlocks the ability for players to have fun and work towards
ambitious goals while simultaneously winning tokens that later they can
monetize.
Currently there 2 games – Flappy Bird and Tic Tac Toe – in the development
process. But we have completed the development of our lottery game. This
works as a traditional lottery system but with more security and transparency in
hand. Also, the prizing pool is large and with more chances to win.
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Participation – To participate in every round participant needs a ticket. Tickets
also represent the chance to win the lottery. More the tokens you have, the more
chance for you to win the lottery. Each user can buy 10 TICKETS. 1 Ticket cost
10 MDR tokens
Winners and Prize Pool – For every round, there will be 10 winners. The round
will be closed once the balance hit 10.000 MDR tokens. These 10,000 MDR
tokens will be the prize pool for the lottery.
Reward Distribution – The reward distribution will be done as follows:
The ﬁrst 8 winners will be rewarded with 1000 MDR tokens each.
The last 2 winners will be rewarded with 500 MDR tokens each.
Fee – 10% from every round will be used to upgrade games by owners.
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ROADMAP
Q1 2022
Smart Contract Development – Done
Website Development – Done
Whitepaper Documentation – Done

Q2 2022
Dapp Development – Done
Create Social Media Accounts – Done
Pinksale Fair Launch - Not Yet
Voice AMA - Not Yet

PR Marketing - No Yet

Pancakeswap Listing - Not Yet

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

Tic-Tac-Toe Game

10000 Holders

Flappy Bird Game

Madrox DAO Platform

5000 Holders

Dapp V2

NFT Marketplace

Madrox Chain

Partnership With Inﬂuencers

Expand Team
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THANK YOU
FOR READING
discord.gg
instagram.com
twitter.com

Telegram.com

HTTPS://WWW.MADROX.FINANCE/

